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President Asks $5.7 Billion For NASA In FY'64
G__ound Broken _ - 65 Per Cent Of

__i_-;_,__r_ _ _ . R-D Budget For
For O. And C. :---_nr, _,__i_,-- --_(j_ Manned Flight
Building At Cape -:_'_ ==_- _ President Kennedy's

i - _.,,,ttmnl_____l.. budget proposal to the
Several km sp_tce otficials -__ +':'t:_ i : Congress asked for an

particilxtted "as ground was ,____. ;_ I_!_--__ _- ___._. appropriation of $5.712broken lanuarv 28 for the first
: : ':' _-:---_ _--_illlNll_-m_Jt2-= billion for the National

<,f40 lmildi,,gs it, an industrial ..=_, :. ___'_,_ . - . : :_ _1_1_.- itE_J_-=-; - 7 .
-_- , -_4 --::. _,',,,, ".., _ , ' II_,*_. - jl_l_" Aeronautics and Spacecomplex which will be an ___ _-.___mmE_,-'-.--,,t.,_-c..,Itml_'-.

.... ._ I_ _--,_ • _. jl_I
impo,'tant part of Project . .. ____._:-- ,c_,-_ "-"_ ii. " _ " _ .... Administration for fiscal

Apollo. __e-_'-" eluded $4.912 billion for

|'Jr| vc_3.s [Urllod ill fOl'lllkid "-I_1_ ___"-- >,ear 1964. This figure in-

opening ceremonies to kick
off construction of the Opera- "_'_-_¢"; }ml_lll__ " _.... " _d_ "_p" research, development
tions and Checkout Building, _-_" ...,_i_1_-" and operation, and $800
primaryheadquartersforApol- _"_1___'7_ _"_ millionforconstructionof

"_, , Lv-_. ...

Amon_ those who weilded __ ""_" Of the total requested for re-gold shovels to start construc-
tion were SIS(; DeputyDirec- _. _ search, development and
tor Walter ('. Williams; G. Mer- operation $3.193 billion or 65

per cent, was earmarked for
ritE Preston, director of SIS(; GEMINI RENDEZVOUS and Apollo flights will be directed from this mission control center at the the manned space flight pro-

operations at the Cape; D. MSC site at Clear Lake just as Project Mercury's flights have been run from Mercury Control grams. This figure was further
Brainerd llohnes, director of Center at Cape Canaveral. The $50 million building, its foundations already being laid, will broken down by allotting
the Office of Manned Space go into operation in mid-1964. $1.647 billion for spacecraft
Flight, Washington; Dr. Kurt

Debus, director of Launch NASA Names Philco For Contract development and operations,()potations Center: l)r. V¢('r- $1.319 billion for launch vehi-
Ilm'] \ _m Pham,. <lirc( t_,r _,t cle development S21.840 mil-

Marshall SpaceFlightCenter; Negotiations On Control CenterCol.E.Richardson,USAF;and $157.378million for integra-
tion and checkout, and $47.528Col. H. R. PartitE, district engi-

neer, U. S. Army. NASA will negotiate with the Philco Corporation for a $30 million contract to develop and million for systelns engineer-
Groundbreaking callle less equip the Integrated Mission Control Center at Clear Lake, the agency announced last week. ing.The other 35 per cent was

than two weeks after the S7.4 Total cost of the control center, which will direct Gemini rendezvous and Apollo flights, is asked for as follows: $136.559

million construction contract expected to exceed $50 million, craft and the world-wide track- tie the entire complex together million for space applications,
was awarded to Paul llarde- When it goes into operation ing network will be directed into a highly integrated opera- $745.765 million for unmanned
mail Inc. of Stanton, Calif. and in mid 1964, the center will be during rendezvous-in-orbit and tional system, investigations in space, $463.-
Morrison-Knudsen, Inc. of the focal point of the entire moon flights. Containing two mission con- 863 million for space research
Southgate, Calif. ground operational support

(Co_tim,'d on t'a_e 3) system, from which the space- Earl)' flights of the two-man t_ol rooms, the center will be and technology, $45.126 mil-
Gemini spacecraft will be housed in a 200-foot-square, lion for aircraft technology, and

J h C d directed by the present Mer- (Continued on Page 2) (Continued onPage7)o nson Urges ontinue cury Control Center at Cape

Canave .',wh* h Air Force Will Contribute
Open Information Policy ProjectMercuryflightstodate.

 hi co'WesternOovoloFunds, Effort Toward Gemini
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson cited the "openess of our ment Laboratories at Palo Alto,

space prob{ram" as "'particularly important" in a speech before Calif., was one of seven corn- The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Congress January 28, and urged that the policy be continued, panies which competed for the U.S. Air Force will join forces in working on the Gemini two-

His remarks followed those of President John F. Kennedy, mission control center con- man space flight program, NASA and Department of Defense
who called 1962 "the most successful year in our brief tract, offlcials announced January 22. NASA is to retain management of

successful year in our brief The Philco contribution, es- the project.

but active space history," and Net Couch Dropped timated at $30 million, willnot Defense officials said the Grumman Names
bhmprinted our future space include the mission control Air Force may spend as much LEM Subcontracts
pL,,,_. For Use On MA-9 center's computer complex, as $30 million on the project

"'The world has become in- which will be provided by during FY 1964, in addition to The Grumman Aircraft Engi-

creasingly aware of U. S. Space Use of the Somyk net couch International Business Ma- the $306 million NASA is plan- neering Corp. has announced
achievements and our inter- during the flight of MA-9 Pilot chines Corp. ning to spend on Gemini that the following firms have

national prestige has been in- L. Gordon Copper has been NASA selected IBM last during the same period, been selected for pre-negotia-
creased due to the mounting officially ruled out, Mercury October to study and plan the Defense Secretary Robert tion discussions of the Project
number of our space successes, Project Office said last week. computer "brains" for the McNamara and NASA Admini- Apollo lunar excursion module
our positive efforts to cooperate Technical difficulties of a mission control center, strator James E. Webb an- propulsion, reaction control

See 'Demands_" Page 8 minor nature which have held Philco's contract would in- nounced that a planning board and environment control sys-
with other nations, and our up delivery of the hardware elude, however, some $18 has been appointed to monitor terns with MSC approval:
constructive sharin_ of infor- are considered the cause, million worth of other elec- the program, headed by Dr. Rocketdyne Division of
mation developed from space There are also some failures tronic equipment to be in- Robert C. Seamans, Jr. asso- NAA, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.,
experiments, in material structure, stalled, andone year ofmainte- elate administrator of NASA, for throttlable engine using a

"It seems particularly im- Although the problems can nance and operation following and Dr. Brockway McMillan, gas injection scheme for con-
portant that we streng'then and be surmounted, a delay in de- completion of the center, assistant secretary of the Air trol of the LEM during de-
then maintain both the policy cision would cause delay in The facility will consist of Force for research and devel- scent to the lunar surface. A
and the practice of making the preparations schedule, the several major electronic sub- opment, parallel descent-engine devel-
public all infimnation regard- Project Office said. systems - communications, The board will insure that opment program will be con-
ing our space program which It is possible that the net displays, simulation and train- Gemini experiments are most ducted with another yet to be
will not adversely affect our couch will be used in Space- ing, and computers. Philco effectively utilized for the selected contractor developing
national security'," Johnson craft 15, in the event of another would design and develop benefit of both NASA and the a variable area engine.
said. Mercury flight following MA-9. much of this equipment and (Continued on Page 2) (Continued on Page 7)
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Air Force Joins Gemini
(Continued from page I)

q,- lr Department of Defense, and the present Saturn pads willwill recommend the amount of thus be retained under Air
_. -. money which the Air Force Force supervision, with later

will contribute, launch complexes i'elated to
The Air Force will be re- the hmar effort and other pro-

sponsible for scheduling and grams under supervision of
, _ , frequency of flights, sea sur- NASA ill such matters as
! (.__. veillance, recovery of vehicles housekeeping and mainte-

and operation of down-range nance.
stations. The Air Force will continue

The agreement supplements to exercise overall control of
the NASA/Air Force Gemini range operations but sched-

--- _1 management agreement in uling on the rangewill be a

•:_ effect since the spring of 1962, joint function of both DODand incorporates several new and NASA.

.___ features. DOD will continue Total cost of the NASA por-
-. as manager of the Atlantic tion of Gemini has 1)den esti-

-_---_-_--:- .-__ "_-':--- "---',_. - -- __ Missile range, extending from mated at $800 million. Addi-
• . .... _ ..... : __- *=_'_._""- z': " - _: g_ Cape Canaveral into the Indian tional military funding may l)e

• ----_. Ocean, but NASA will manage added under the new agree-
_ . .... " ..,,. "Q° ._ and serve as host agency at the ment as the Air Force deems

. _ new87,000-acreMerrittIsland necessary.
'"" • " " " '_'_:_ " _"-_:" : . Launch area north and west of The Air Force hopes to use

"" -a"4" " - '- "" -" " "" ..... _ _ - "< present Cape facilities. Gemini experiments to corn-
" "- -' Launch complexes such as plete testing under conditions

IT'S NOT BEAUTIFUL, but it can do the job, at least until the permanent facility for space power of human judgelnent on corn-

systems testing is completed at Clear Lake. This temporary facility opened for business re- Sp ponents and experiments lead-cenlly "t Fllington AFR. Gilruth eaks ing to automated, unn,anned

hemieal Test Facility Is (Continuedfrom pageS) military space devices.
C Thedepartmentnotedthe. moon landing in this decade "possibility" that if the joint

our national goal, Gilruth effort proves successful, a

In Operation At Ellington added: similar agreement rehtting to

"The result of this pace is the htter Apollo program may
that one scientist or engineer also be negotiated.
is needed in the space effort The Air Force may want to

Among the massive, sophisticated test facilities going up at MSC's Clear Lake site, the flight for every five mechanics. The use passive or evasive vehicles
acceleration facility or "'centrifuge" is probably the best known, ratio used to be one scientist in space as the target craft in

Less well known but fully as important, however, will be the thermochemical test area, a for every 25 mechanics." the contemplated Gemini ren-
complex of five facilities plus a lab-and-offlce building. Two of the functions to be carried out in Dr. Gilruth mentioned the dezvous operations. Another
this area are, however, already in operation, or nearly so, at recently-built temporary facilities recently established training military, interest is related to
at Ellington AFB. building. Prinmry effort of this The components test facility grants set up by NASA in 88 testing cquipmc'ut for photo-

The reaction control systems facility is the testing of fuel will be used in testing all colleges anduniversitiesacross graphing the earth's surface
test facility will test reaction cells which generate electrical spacecraft fluid systems corn- the country. As many as 800 from manned vehicles.control thrusters for Gemini

power aboard spacecraft. Now ponents, including the main qualified students will grad-

and Apollo programs. The pre- under test, for instance, is a 10- propulsion system, reaction uate from these institutions in NASzAIk Confirms
sent building at Ellington has watt General Electric fuel cell control system, space power the next three years.two test cells, one for tests

which ,night be considered an system, environmentalsupport Five Texas schools are in- Delay In MA-9
under sea level conditions and early prototype of the one to system, heat rejection system, eluded in the program-Uni-
the other for monitoring per- be used in Gemini. etc. Initially, it willincorporate versity of Houston, Rice Uni- The delay in the orl)ital
formance under simulated alti- flight of Astronaut L. (;ordon
tudes of up to 150,000 feet. Later this month, testing will capabilities for testing with versify, Texas A and M. Uni-

start on a 250-watt Pratt and nitrogen tetroxide, hydrazene versity of Texas and Texas Coopt,r, scheduled for early
"Our present object is to Whitney cell very similar to blends, demineralized water, Tech. April, Was confil'nled yesterday

develop fast, accurate re- that to be used in the Apollo gaseous nitrogen and helium, by NASA.
This dehty was caused by

spouses to a 'light touch,' a spacecraft. The facility will include a IMCC Contract i,very short pulse on the order In conjunction, the facility "white" or "clean room" for

of 10 milliseconds," exphdned will test the supercritical stor- component assembly, inspec- (Continued from page 1) the launc.h vehicle control
thermochemica]test area see- systemswhicharepeculiarto
tion chief Jesse C. Jones. age system for hydrogen and tion, cleaning and reassembly. -

oxygen used for the fuel cells The pyrotechnics test facilitttty three-story building, the ibun- Athts 130-1), the booster to lie'
"Later we will be doing during the several-days-long will accomplish qualification dation of which is now under used for the MA-9 mission.

impact and landing studies, trip to the moon. and development testing on construction. A NASA spokesman said
electro-explosive device test- The present facility includes pyrotechnic devices under the The computer complex and further information would not
ing, and other support work in two test cells, since these tests extreme conditions eneoun- communications center willbe lie available until a complete
this facility'." on the firstfloor.Identicalmis- evaluation has been made [>v

The present layout consists often last several days and one tered in space. It will artificial-
of a large control room with cell can be used for a test ly create vacuum, shock, sion control rooms will be on Ge,leral l)ynalnics/Astronau-
windows overlooking both while the other is being set up. acoustic vibration, temperature the second and third floors, tics, San Diego, Calif., prime
cells, from which all valves and Also included are an office and extremes and other necessary Two mission control rooms are contractor fin the Atlas, and
tither equipment can be con- a small calibration shop. conditions for test purposes, required because of the de- the St)at,(, Systonls l)ivision oftailed control preparations that the Air Force, procurement

The permanent facility at The thermochemical sys- will go into Gemini and Apollo agency for the vehicle.trolled once the test run is set Clear Lake will have the same terns laboratory will serve as

up. In the same building are missions, frequency and length plays, providing vast quantitiesan office and supporting shop. basic task, but will be able to the control office building for of the missions, and the exten-simulate a space environment the test area and will include a of a real-time data which can
sive training programs that are

The permanent reaction con- for such tests and will be well equipped shop and me- be plotted and presented
trol test facility at Clear Lake equipped with far more sophis- chanical, electricaland general essentail to mission success, literally thousands of ways,
will be able to handle larger ticated instrumentation, laboratory' to support test area Fewer than twenty control- will be employed in the mis-
engines firing under full dura- Added to the two facilities activities. A small meteorolog- lers will be in the mission con- sion control center. The dis-
tion runs at altitude conditions, mentioned at Clear Lake will ical lab will also be provided trol room during a flight, but phtys will utilize television
It will also include a sub- be an attitude control test to monitor weather conditions upward of 250 technical and

system sphere on which can facility, components test faeil- for test scheduling, administrative people will be and back lighted projection
be mounted four thrusters at ityandpyrotechnictestfacility, involved in carrying on sup- techniques extensiveh'.
once, fired together or ill se- The first will incorporate a Each NASA employee is porting functions in adjacent Philco's Western l)evelop-ment Laboratories said htst
queffce from a programmed three-axis air bearing table as responsible for adequate se- rooms. These include recovery week it will move 200 dice-
computer on a continuous at test bed for reaction control, euritysafeguardsofclassified control, recovery communica-
basis. Data acquisition will be guiding and sensing compo- material in his possession, tions, meteorology, trajectory tronic and space systems spe-cialists to the Clear Lake site

far more sophisticated than the nents and associated equip- custody, or control, as well data, network support, sinmla- within two weeks. Fully-
present setup, as well. ment, providing a capability as reporting to his supervisor tion equipment and monitor staffed, the work force will re-

A second facility, also being for performing hold limit cycle existing practices which do devices for life support and quire between 350 and 400
temporarily set up at Ellington, tests, maneuver mode studies not afford adequate safe- vehicle systems, scientists and tet'hnicians, the
is the space power systems test and rate studies, guards forelassifiedmaterial. Computer driven data dis- firm said.
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Information Is Big Job lsr.rl0sse¢(Continued from Page 8)

ordination. During tile two- is estilnated the,,' will log more
week period mentioned, News than 20,000 miles back and
Media participated in over 200 forth across the country during
such actions; for example, a the year. The branch will fly an
discussion with Gemini Pro- exhibit to Puerto Rico in the

SOUTHATLANTIC Mjcct ()tfice covering a proposed spring and is planning another UIVlSl0N
news release containing tech- at a trade fair in Rio de Janario,
nita] int'ormatinn. Brazil in June. They go to

While News Media struggles everything from Boy Scout
with the outside world, the Camporees to scientific con-
three-man Internal Con|nluni- ferences, to be seen by more
cations Branch attempts to than two million people ayear.
keep MSC's own personnel Not a small part of the job of
informed of what is going on educating the public is keep- '7;_
m)t only in lhmstnn but within ing the citizens of ttouston
NASA as a whole. In addition itself aware of just what MSC
to gathering material, writing, is and what it does.
editing layout and proofread- Largest single branch in --s" "_
ink the bi-weekly newspaper Public Affairs is the Audio-
you are now reading, Internal Visual group, which is cur-
Communications is responsi- rently handling 27 different _"
ble tor weekly activity reports; motion picture films on _'ISC _57/';. _

a clip-sheet of press reports programs, with a total of 1,425
frmn all over the country prints in day-to-day circulation. OPENING OF CONSTRUCTION on the new Operations and Checkout Building at Cape Canaveral
which circulates daily to MSC The branch estimates these was celebrated January 28. The "'groundbreaking crew,'" using gold shovels, included (left to

right) MSC Deputy Director Walter C. Williams; MSC Director of Cape Operations G. Merritt
stafl beads; and the prepara- fihns are shown to about two Preston; LOC Director Dr. Kurt Oebus; Office of Manned Space Flight Director D. Brainerd Holmes;
tinn of a nmnber of brochures, million persons a year and are Marshall Space Flight Center Director Werhner Von Braun; Col. E. Richardson, USAF; and Col. H.
among which are the after- availal)le to industrial, civic, R. Parfitt, District Engineer, U. S. Army.
flight pictorial booklets dis- clmrch, social and club groups

tributed to the public by other without charge. Elms Speech Astro Assignments O & C Buildingbranches. In addition the Complete photographicdoc-
branch handles requests from umentation of all MSC activi- (Continued from page 8) (Continued from page 8) (Continued from page 1)
other NASA installations for ties is the job of Audio-Visual, program, the development. It's 350,000 square feet of
information about the activi- and with the Center still an He pointed out that the The various specialty areas floor space will contain ad-
ties of MSC. infimt in point of time the NASA effort is without pre- are as follows, ministrative Offices, extensive

Industrial ('ommunications branch already has three mil- cedent because of its magni- Nell A. Armstrong will laboratory facilties, astronaut
furnishes a central contact lion feet of motion picture fihn rude and complexity, and re- monitor the development, de- quarters, an auditorium, a
poilltforadvertisingandpublic catalogued and cross-refer- quires the combined manager- sign and use of trainers and cafeteria and a 104-foot high
x'clations activities among encedin asingle storage area. ial and engineering talents of stmulators, including new bay area for checkout and as-
MSC's prime contractors, and The hranch supports the bc, th government and industry, training requirements not sembly of spacecraft.
thnmRh tl,.m the hutMrt'ds ¢)t motion picture survice with fie stated that the basic mana- associated with specific mis- Several days earlier Preston
subcontractors. All press re- maintenance of a still photo gerial concepts in a small in- sJon sinmlators, received a colorful perspective
leases and advertising having library to serve the other dustrial firm are valid in the Frank Borman will concen- drawing of the project from C.
to do with MSC programs put branches of Public Affairs, tremendous NASA manage- trate on the booster design aim Wesley Kent, general engineer
out b._ the Center's contractors maintenance of a projection ment responsibility, development program, espe- for Burns and Roe, the New
lmlst first clear through this slide library for the MSC staff', Ed Wood and Douglas cially booster-abort systems York Engineering and Con-
office, to insure that they are and preparation of photos for Broome, of MSC's Apollo Pro- and developlnent of abort-pre- struetion firm that designed
technically accurate and do all MSC visual displays and ject Office were unamimously venting procedures for mission the building.
not violate security. The such Public Affairs publica- elected chairman and vice- success. First structure to go up in
lmmch averages 50 clearance tions as this newspaper, chairman, respectively, of the Charles Conrad, Jr., will the new Merritt Island indus-
actions a month and handles Audio work is also becoming group, specialize in cockpit layouts, trial area, the building will
an average ot 10 to 12 calls a a signaflcant part of the unit's A panel discussion on a con- instrument displays and pilot provide work areas for some
day from contractor public re- perforlnance with require- troversial management subject controls to insure that systems 1,800 elnployees. It will be
lations personnel, ments for press conference, is planned for the PGEM "displays" are appropriately completely air conditioned

In addition, the three-man symposium and report meet- Meeting in late February. integrated into eockpit panels, with movable partitions and
branch services requests daily ing support as well as day-to- James A. Lovell, Jr., will modular utilities installations
from the 79 or more aerospace day sound recording for broad- open, providing photographic monitor design and develop- to provide maximum flexibility
firms which now have h)cal cast and film production work. coverage, issuing credentials ment of all recover2," systems, of work areas.
offices in Ilouston, prepares Various staf" members are to bona fide news media re- such as paraglider, parachute,
articles on MSC for contractor drawn from all branches from presentatives, overseeing pre- and LEM landing system, in- John W. Young will monitor
magazines, and is now working time to time to travel about the flight interviews and handling eluding resolving operational design and development of
on a "milestone" book on Pro- country with groups such as requests for information, problems in the reentry and re- environmentalcontrol systems,

jects Mercury, Gemini and the astronaut trainees on their Mercury News Centers at covery part of the mission, survival gear, pressure suits,
Apollo. recent industrial orientation flight time have given new James A. McDivitt will couches, and other personal

tour. These men serve as meaning to old cliches like specialize in design and devel- equipment.
Community Relations serv- ,, The astronauts will attend

ices a flood nf requests for "portable publicaffairsoffiees, "madhouse" and one staff opment of guidance and navi-answering queries and moni- memberdeseribeditasa"mass gation systems and aids for all major meetings and con-
speakers from civic, profes- toring interviews from press nervous breakdown in the operational requirements, ferences on design and mock-
sional and social groups in its media who gather around, making." Elliott M. See, Jr., will moni- up reviews, and staff meetings,
Speakers Bureau. The shop During the week before a The work load on the PAO tor the design and develop- and have the option to request
also keeps up an outgoing manned spaceflight mission, staff has increased steadily ment of electrical and sequen- any speeialistsfromotherareas
program to show the public when some 600 news media with the sharp rise of public tial" systems. In addition, he for consultation.
the visible results nf our pro- descend en masse on the interest in space exploration, will aid in the coordination for Specialty assignments given
gress m space exploration-for launch and recovery areas to Alreadythe staffaverages close mission planning, to individual astronauts will
instance, the week-hmgeduea- provide the world with full, to 1,000 overtime manhours Thomas E. Stafford will change somewhat during the
tional program at Houston live coverage of our U. S. space per pay period, with no letup monitor the design and devel- training program as required.
schools last fall; the MSC por- attempts, the entire Public in sight, opmentofcommunications and These assignments do not
tion of the display at the Affairs Office turns to with the Concerning the job at hand, instrumentation systems, in- imply crew selection for future
World's Fair in Seattle; a series operation of news centers at however, another staff member suring that onboard systems manned space missions. Mis-
of one-day display-and-lecture the Cape, in Houston and at summed up the general feeling are compatible with pilot sion crews will be selected
programs in the nation's col the prime recovery area. The this way: needs and properly integrated )rior to each flight.
leges and nniversities; and the
current essay contest in Hous- lines of demarkation between "We may not solder the with the IMCC (Integrated The loss or misplacement

" the branches all but disappear hardware together, or push the Mission Control System),ton schnols designed to en- of NASA identification cards
at flight time, and the office button that fires the booster, GOSS (Ground Operational or badges should bereported

courage the interest of young staff joins public affairs per- but we tell the public when Support System) and other immediately in writing to
students in space science and sonnel from other centers in someone else does it-and comnmnication links, the MSC Security Office, in-
engineering, issuing hour-by-hour bulletins, who and where and how. Since Edward H. White II will dicating circumstances of

Exhibits set up and main- keeping lines of eommunica- our audience is paying the bill, monitor the design and devel- the loss and efforts expended
tained by the branch are al- tion between the recovery we think it's a pretty important opment of flight control sys- in relocation.
ready booked solid for 1963; it forces and the launch site job." tems and related equipment.
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MA-8 Spacecraft, Booster Doctors Find Rendezvous Not Difficult
Performed "Extremely Well' No Blocks To If U h i d S S hil,onger Flights n urr e , ays c rra

MA-8 Pilot Walter M. Schirra, Jr. saw a haze-like htyer differ-
"Tim Mercury spacecraft and Atlas launch vehicle used in the In over nine hours of weight- ent in character and size from those seen by Astronauts Glmm

orbital flight of Astronaut Walter M. Sehirra, Jr. performed lessness, Astronaut Walter M. and Carpenter. lie saw the expended sustainer stage of theextremely well iu every' respect. All objectives . . . were accom- Schirra incurred "no detect-

plished and no malfunctions occurred which compromised the able physiologic decrement," launch vehicle as black, rather than sih'er. And he saw bothsuccess of the mission."
This was the beginning of nmstbeemphasizedthat(these notes an aeromedical analysis ty'pes of space particles observed by Glenn and Carpenter.

the report by John H. Boynton factors) were complementary by Doctors Charles A. Berry', pass when he was subjected to These facts were revealed in
and Lewis R. Fisher of Mer- to the pilot's discreet manage- Howard A. Minners, Ernest P. an elevated suit inlet tempera- Schirra's "Pilot's Flight Re-

eury Project Office ou the ment of control system opera- MeCuteheon and Richard A. ture, but said he was not un- port" released in Janual'_ its
MA-8 "spacecraft and hmnch tions, for which he alone was Pollard, all of the Aerospace comfortably hot during this part of the MA-8 results report.
vehicle performance." responsible." Medical Operations Office. period. Introduci,lg his account,

Noting that the flight pro- One of the changes was the "His body, functions since Performing a specific test of Schirra said, "The caluaradcrie
vided twice the period of addition of a switch to disable the flight have remained nor- orientation, he closed his ey'es of everyone concerned . . .
observation in space for both the high thrusters when they real and unchanged from their at three different times during meant a great deal to me. For
the astronant and the space- were not needed, allowing the healthy preflight condition," the flight and attempted to example it was certainly a
craft systems that previous lnis- pilot greater freedom in stick sltid the physicians. "Inflight touch each of three instruinents thrill while entering the space-
sions did, Boynton and Fisher lnotion since he was not re- ionizing-radiation monitoring with his index finger. In nine craft on hmnch day to see a
called it "'another key mile- quired to restrain his hand showed that the astronaut sus- attempts he made five direct dun i y 'iglnition key" on the
stone in tim Mercury program." movement within a fixed range tained no significant expo- hits and four near misses of control stick safety pin.'"

"'The only anomaly which to activate only the low thrus- sure." two inches or less. Schirra cola- Schirra called the hoosted
caused concern during the ters. The switch thus elimi- Preflight clinical examina- eluded he was improving with portion of the flight "disap-
flight wits an elevated suit nated the possibility' of using tions of the astronaut included practice and that he performed poiutingb short," bnt said he
temperature experienced in the high thrusters inadver- aeromedieal histories, physical equally' as well during flight "never felt rushed" and had
the first two hours after tently when he was distracted, examinations, clinical labora- as he had done in the proce- more then tile anticipated time

launch," thev said. The flight plan also inten- tory tests, X-ravs, an electro- dures trainer. ... to lnake my system cheeks."" " " Schirra sltid he knew imme-
"'This condition was later tionally excluded control ma- cardiogram and an electroence- The complete post-flight diatcly when the hmnch vehi-

found to have resulted from a nuevers which would have phalogram, and an audiograln, physical exana, conducted cle staged, and saw a flashl)ack
foreign substance in the con- caused large quantities of fuel Schirra spent most of the aboard the Kearsarge ordy 4(1 of smoke from the booster

trol valve, but the flight con- to be consumed, time from June, 1962 to the minutes after Schirra hmded, engines as they parted, lie
trol tasks was further aggra- The discrepancy between launch date at CapeCanaveral "revealed only, one finding also sltw the escape tower
vated by a difference between the suit-inlet temperature in- in preparation for the mission, which is thought to be signific- when it jettisoned, the bhlstthe suit-inlet temperature read- dications displayed to Schirra and chose swimming and water ant.
ings telemetered totheground and those transmitted to the skiing for preflight physical "It was noted that Astronaut leaving a light fihn on the
stations and those indicated to ground by telemetry has been conditioning. Ite did not Schirra had an increased labil- window.

At tnrnaround, the pilot said
the astronaut by the instrument attributed to improper oalibra- undertake direct physical con- it3' of blood pressure and pulse he "'resisted evcry impulse to
panel gauges.'" tion and interpretation of the ditioning in the several clays which changes in body' post- look ont of the window" since

Schirra's cltreful system temperature pickup, the re- just before the flight, tion. When supine, the heart he wanted to make it a fuel-
monitoring and lnethodical port said. The ground readout A controlled diet was begun rate averaged about 70 beats

n_iuimum turnaround hy
control-valve mauipulation was as much as eight degrees September 21, and the low- per minute but this value strictly monitoring the gyro
remedied the condition. F. higher than Schirra's read- residue diet was followed for immediately increased to 100 instruments, lie got exactly

"The scientific experiments ing at certain times, three days before the flight, or greater when he stood erect, the tnrnaroumd he wanted, he
included in the mission pro- A launch setting of 4.0 for Breakfast on flight day con- Blood pressure showed a less commented.

vided valual)le inl}muation re- tile coolant controlvalve,estab- sisted of orange juice, scram- dramatic but still significant After tnrnarouiul, he took a
garding physiographic features lished in preflight tests, proved hled eggs, fish, steak, toast, drop in systolic pressure when look at the snstainer stage and
of the earth, the selection of insufficient for proper cooling, hutter, jelly and coffee. Sehirra changing from the supine to was surprised to see it pointing
filters for weather photography, and the setting was gradually had five hours of sleep before the upright position. The re- toward him; "'it had managednuclear radiation in terrestrial increased to 7.5 where it re- the flight, verse was true when he

to make a 180 degree tnrna-
space and the effectiveness of mained for the rest of the Two slight instrument fail- changed positions fi'om stand- round during the time I had
advanced ablation materials flight. "Postflight tests re- nres were reported. The blood ing to supine. There was no made mine.'" Schirra sltid hc

during and orbital reentry'." vealed that dried lubricant had pressure measuring system apparent change in the diasto- was also surprised to find it
the report sltid, partially blocked the valve automatic timer failed, re- lie pressure. "ahnost black in appearance,"

The heat protection system orifice and reduced the flow." quiring manual operation, and "In addition, it was noted rather than the shiny silvery
of the spacecraft was satis- Discussing the experiments the body-temperature instru- immediately after the flight vehicle that Astronauts Gleml

factory. With respect to the conducted during the flight, mentation failed six minutes that all dependent leg veins and Carpeuter had seen.
eight types of ablation material the report noted that the at- before launch. A nominal value were engorged. The feet and "As 1 proceeded on to the
in nine different configurations tempt to have the astronaut reappeared at aboutthe middle legs rapidly took on a dusky, Canary Ishmds, the flight was
which were bonded to the ex- observe high-intensity light of the second orbit, but the reddish-purple color following textbook already,'" Schirra
terior of the spacecraft as an sources on the ground whilein signal was somewhat inter- standing. Astronaut Schirra
experiment, the report said flight were unsuccessful be- mittent thereafter, commented that these color comments. " .. It was a thrill
each of the panels appear to cause of extreme cloud cover. Sehirra did not become nau- changes were more noticeable
have sustained reentry heating Schirra was able, however, to seated during the flight, nor than any, he had previously oh- The .MA-8 "Blue Book"
in "excellent fashion" iuclud- see lightning in a storm over did he suffer any disorientation served, summarizing the results of

ins the intentional repairs in Woomera and the lights of a when moving his head as re- "All these findings persisted Astronaut Walter M. Schir-
most of them made to test city near Durban, South Africa quired by scheduled tasks. He up to the time the astronaut ra's six-orbit mission last
restoration techniques. Analy'- in spite of cloud formations did not become hungry, al- retired for the night. The October was released in
sis of the samples is continu- prevalent around the entire though he ate the contents of next morning, about 21 hours late January.
ing. ground track of the orbit, two tubes, one of peaches and after landing, examinations re- Although no formal "'re-

All separation devices per- A U. S. Weather Bureau- the other beef with vegatables, vealed no orthostatic changes, suits conference" was held
formed effectively, as did the sponsored photographic exer- as planned. He drank about "Itis impossible," concludes after MA-8, as in the case of
landing sy'stem. The drogue cise yielded a total of l5 frames 500 cc of water during the the report, "with presently MA-6 and MA-7, the blue
parachute was deph)yed manu- taken through a special filter flight, available data to isolate the book follows much the same

ally its phmned at 39,400 feet lnosaic. Preliminary data indi- Sehirra reported he was true effect of human exposure format as the other two such
and the main 'chute sequence cated that the yellow and red warm and perspired moder- tonine hours of weightlessness volumes made public at the
initiated autmnatically at filters yielded a higher con- ately during the first orbital as it relates to henmdynanaics, time of the MA-6 and 7
10,600 feet. The only incident trast than the other filters, atmosphere. Two sets ot radia- This phenomenon will be conferences.
reported was a slight tearing A series of terrestrial color tion-sensitive films were also closely studied in future orbi- There are five reports-
of the main parachute deploy- photographs taken by' Sehirra provided by.' the U. S. Naval tal flights. Spacecraft and Launch-Ve-
lnent bag. over the western U. S. and School of Aviation Medicine. "Such a hemodvnamic phe- hicle Performance, Mission

Usage of hydrogen peroxide Mexico during the third pass, All are still under study and nomenon may have more Operations, Aeromedical
control fuel wits less than had and over South America during promise to yield valuable data. serious implications for longer Analysis, Pilot Performance
heen predicted for the ntis- the sixth pass, are still under Modification of the Atlas flight missions. A prescribed and PihWs Flight Report.Summaries of four of the
sion, the report said, a result study with respect to cloud launch vehicle for the flight inflight exercise program may five reports appear on this
which was "especially slttisfy- patterns and various physio- included new baffled fuel in- benecessarytoprecludesymp- and the following page. A
ins when tim fuel usage of the graphic features of the earth, jectors which improved the toms in case of the need for an summary of the Pilot Per-
two previous flights is toni- Two packages of radiation- combustion characteristics, emergency egress soon after formance Report will appear
pared with that of the MA-8 sensistive emulsions were pro- and hypergolic igniters in- landing.'" in the February 20 issue of
mission.'" vided by Goddard Space stalled instead of the pyrotech- However, the report con- the Roundup, since space

A number of minor changes Flight Center to study' the flux nie devices previously used. cluded, "there are no medical in this issue did not permit
in equipment contributed to and composition of galactic The Atlas performed "exeep- contraindications to embark- its inclusion.
this, said the report, l)nt "it cosinic radiation outside the tionally well," said the report, ing on a longer mission."
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WOO Services West Coast Industrial Complex
NASA will spend more than in-hand, (lay to day, with their TheysupportmostofNASA's being done for Marshall by astronauts to tile moon and dis-

$3.7 1)illiou durin_ fiscal 1963. counterparts at Douglas, programs involvingWest Coast Douglas Aircraft in Santa gorge two of them in a snraller
Nearly half of that will 1)e llughes Aircraft, lRocketdyne facilities and represent all the Monica, aim entails millions craft to the moon's surface.
spent in (ktlifornia where the and a host of contractors, large NASA research centers and of dollars. Another multi-nail- But not all NASA's contracts
space age has become the and small, who share NASA's NASA headquarters in dealing lion dollar program is the F-1 involve huge sums. The WOO
bread and butter of many thou- mission, with inembers of the govern- engine at Hocketdyne in small business branch awards
sands o|'its citizens. Who are these people? ment-industry space team in Canoga Park. This 1.5 million and manages a host of eon-

Knowimz this, the National Well, they' are engineers and the \Vest. pound thrust engine will be tracts for lesser components,
Aeronautics and Space Ad- scientists replesenting nearly The major share of the clustered to give Saturn's first and for research and teehno-
ministration established its money spent by \Vestern logs' on asmallscale.
Western ()pelations Office in Operations is to support re- ........ Because of President Ken-
Santa Monic'a in 1959. And search, development and nedy's decision to put an
here, at 150 Pico Boulevard, a operations associated with un- American on the llloon in this
handful of dedicated engi- manned space exploration - decade, NASA has had to de-
neers, scientists and adlninis- such as the Mariner program- vise a timetable. This means
trators control expenditures at Caltech's Jet Propulsion widely dispersed NASA and
totalin_ more than Sl billion Laboratory in Pasadena. industrial teams, from Cape

Canaveral to Los Angeles,
ammally. WOO is frequently called mustfunctionsmoothlyandin

NASA named a 20-year upon to oversee reliability and "
veteran aeronautical engineer _ " accord, like so many converg-
to head up the Western Opera- _" inspection concerning a con- ing lines destined to meet at
tions Office. Ih, is Hobert W. ._--_ tract here. Or a NASA center the same place at the same

Kamm, whose service to NASA in Ohio, Alabama or Texas may time.
began 18 yt';.trs before the require continuous technical WOO-the Western Opera-
space agency was established, liaison with an on-the-spot tions Office - exists for that
Kamm, a _outhful 45-year-old, project engineer. In other purpose: to see that progress
joined N'ASA's federal pre- cases, the business office of in technology, the sciences
decessor, the National Advi- NASA headquarters-or a een- and in the production of en-
sory (_ommittee on Aeronau- Robert W. Kamm ter--may ask \VOO to pay' its D.R. Mulholland gines, airframes, life-support
tics, in 1940. Except for a two Director bills, provide security services, Deputy Director systems, instruments, diodes,
l)ost-war years as senior aero- Western Operations Offlce legal or patent services, or to Western Operations Office transistors and the lllally COl]l-
(lynamicist with the (;lemt L. every phase of their profes- flash a news release to West stage a 7.5 million pound boost, ponents which make up the
Martin (k)mpany of Baltimore, sions; they're management and Coast news media. And of course there's the final Saturn-Apollo space ve-
Kamm has devoted most of his contract specialists who make A major example is the con- Apollo spacecraft itself, the hicle, converge on sched-
adult life to technical manage- sure the government is getting tract service provided by WOO three-man space ship which ule-on the moon.
ment in NASA and NACA. its dollar value; they are qual- for NASA's Marshall Space _ill deliver America's hmar And beyond.

Kamm's office, dut_bedWOO ity assurance inspectors, law- Flight Center in Huntsville,

to miniaturize Western Opera- yers, financial management Alabama. This Center is con- Editor's Note: this is the ninth in a series of feature
tions Office, employs 2:32 per- officers, security officers and cerned with the development articles about the aetlvities of other NASA installations.
sons, 71 of whom are in resi- public information and educa- of the Saturn S-IV and S-IVB The information concerning Western Operations Ofllee and
(h,net, at the North :\merican tion specialists. And of course stages of the giant Saturn its program was supplied by the Western Operations Oflqee
:\xiati(m L,'ility in l)owne5, they're clerks, stenographers roeketwhieh will propel three Public Information Office.
Others on his staff work hand- and persmmel representatives, men to the moon. This work is

Fuel Conservation During MA8that it is possil)h' to have with "I thought I was looking at
fly-by-wire, low. This touch is clouds all the time until I saw

an art t'mt a pilot hopes to stars down at the bottom or ,Excellent, Says Flight Operationsacquire in air-to-air Runnery underneath the glowing layer
for _etting hits .... I couhl . . . probal)ly the biggest sur-

point the spac.ecratt at any- prise I had during the flight. I John D. Hodge, assistant about40 minutes, munieations with the astronaut
thing I wanted to. I could see expect future flight may help chief for flight control, Eugene Lift-off occurred at 11 se- ahnost continuously from the
the sustainer and track it, but I to clarify the nature of this F. Kranz, and John Stonesifer, eonds after 7:15 a.m. EST, end of the (ionization) black-
do not believe the relatixe band of light, which appeared all of Flight Operations Divi- October 3. "The quality of air- out until landing."
motion prol)lem would be so to be thicker than that reported sion, co-authored a report on ground communications was "The operations conducted
easy to solve that I would be by Scott Carpenter. "Mission Operations" for the reduced somewhat by in- during the entire MA-8 mis-
able to steam M(mg and join "I saw the particles thatJohn MA-8 mission results book re- creased background noise near sion made maximum use of
up with it. These problems Glenn reported, and I also saw leased late last month, staging; however, it improved experience gained in previous
wouht t)e diffic, ult to solve by what Scott Carpenter reported Describing in detail the rapidly and was satisfactory missions and as a result was
,lW'S own inherent trajectory as having seen. I believe that operational support provided during the remainder of pow- the best coordinated effort of
almlysis, since there were no both phenomena are varied in during the mission, they noted ered flight." the Mercury program to date."
systems aboard to aid the pilot appearance because of lighting that the launch phase of MA-8 The spacecraft was con- "The U. S. S. Kearsarge . . .
in solving the problem, conditions at sunrise and dur- proceeded "ahnost perfectly, trolled by ASCS in orbit mode established radar contact with

"'I think that when we build ing bright daylight." except for a brief hold of 15 throughout the first orbit, ex- the spacecraft at a slant range

up t() the rendezvous tech- Retrosequenee went quite minutes which occurred at T- cept for brief periods when of about 175 nautical miles and
nique, one will need more well, Schirra states, and he felt 45, for repairs to the Canary Sehirra used fly-by-wire with maintained this contact until
time than that just at the point very comfortable with reentry Islands radar." low thrusters only. the spacecraft had descended
of insertion to effect this ten- attitude. "Accelerations during The only flight discrepancy "Fuel management," states to an altitude of approximately
dezvous, even with proper reentry were not severe in the which caused concern during the report, "was exceptionally 1,200 feet. Lookouts aboard
training . . . if a rendezvous is sense of bothering me, but it the mission was the suit-cool- good. In the majority of cases the U. S. S. Benshaw, the
not hurried the task shouhl be seemed to take much longer ing problem during the first _xhere maneuvers were con- destroyer positioned at 80

rehttively simple." than I had anticipated." orbital pass, which was later dueted over network stations, nautical miles uprange from
Becoming aware of the suit- Sehirra said he missed the corrected, the report said. the fuel usage was so slight the center of the area, reported

telnperature problem, Sehirra hissing that Glenn and Car- The astronaut used the auto- that it was difficult to deter- that they had heard the noise
then devoted his whole atten- penter described, but did see marie stabilization and control mine if fuel was being con- caused by the shoekwave of
tion to a methodical solution, the green glow from the cylin- system to perform successfully sumed at all." the spacecraft during reentry.
which he achieved by grad- drical section of the space- the retrofire and reentry ma- A blood-pressure instru- "'A few minutes 'after the
ually movinR the setting to 7.5 craft." On landing, "Sigma 7 neuvers, ment, which automatically 'sonic boom' occurred, look-
at the rate of a half-mark every seemed to sink way down in Initial computations from timed and concluded the mea- outs using optical aids on the
10 minutes. At that point, the the water," but righted itself flight data at retrofire indicated surement cycle, failed, so that recovery carrier reported hay-
temperature rise was arrested, ill less than a minute, that the landing point would Schirra was required to use the ing first sighted a contrail and

Schirra sa_s he then concen- Closing his report, Sehirra be very close to the recovery manual stop button to termi- then the spacecraft after
trated on fuel and electrical says, "Aviators are known to carrier, the U. S. S. Kearsarge, nate each measuring cycle, drogue parachute deploy-
power conservation, lie no- acquire an affection for their as indeed it was. Personnel Other points noted in the ment.'
ticed a "tremendous quantity aircraft when it performs well aboard the Kearsarge actually report: . "In addition to visual sight-
of cloud coverage" about the . . . I definitely fellin love with saw the spacecraft during de- "The communications re- ings of the descending space-
earth. On the fourth pass, while Sigma 7, and is is the first vehi- scent on the main parachute, layed from the spacecraft by craft by ship personnel, the
in driftin_ flight on the night cle in iny history of flight that Landing about four nautical aircraft intheprimaryreeovery search aircraft reported con-
side, he saw a smog-like layer finally replaced the F8F, a miles from the carrier, the area tothe Hawaii station(dur- tact with the spacecraft re-
at about :32 (h'grees south lati- Navy propeller-type fighter, as spacecra_ was placed aboard ing reentry) were extremely' eovery beacons at ranges of
rude covering a quarter of the the one on the top of the list.'" ship with Sehirra aboard in effective and provided eom- 60 to 280 nautical miles."
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cation of the Manned Spacecraft Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administra- ABOARD Facilities' Leo T. Zbanek
tion, Houston, Texas, is published for MSC Office of the Director: Ann-

personnel by the Public Affairs Office. ette B. Lackland. Began As Architect-EngineerMercury Project Office: John
Director .............. Robert R. Gilruth D. Lobb, Jr., Geraldine A native of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Let) T. Zhanek heads MSC's
Public Affairs Officer ...... John A. Powers Thomas, and Ruth L. Dixon. Facilities Division, responsible for the design, constructima and

Chief, Internal Communications . Ivan D. Ertel Gemini Project Office, St. servicing support of the Center's physical facilities, both ten>

Editor .................. Anne T. Corey Louis: Leroy H. Underwood, porary and permanent. $65 million Des Moines Ord-
and Calvin D. Howard. Zbanek's qualifications in- nance Phmt, and air fields at

Apollo Project Office: James elude over 20 years of experi- Lincoln, Neb., Lewistown,

0_¢ ¢ _ _ L. Decker, Ronald W. Kubicki, ence in organizing and direct-Cutbank and Ghtsgow, MontHoward L. Brown, William M. ing high level technical and In 1944 he joined the Army's
Taylor, Willard N. Ander, engineering teams, and in Corps of Engineers and was
Robert E. Lewis, Wilma A. guiding them to reasonable assigned to the Electromagni-
Roberts, Rolf W. Lanzkron, conclusions within the limita- tic Process Branch of the Man-
Richard H. Kohrs, and Roy B. tions imposed by budgets and hatten Project, with responsi-
Parker. schedules.

Apollo Project Office, White He received a B. S. Degree bility for supervising technicalteams engaged in procurement
in Architectural Engineering of critical materials or manu-

" Sands, N. M.: RodneyJ. Sturtz, from Iowa State College in
, andRayF.Irwin. facturin_ and engineering
" Apollo Project Office, Beth- 1928, then joined his father's.: activitiesatOakRidge,Tenn

page, N. Y.: Walter J. Gaylor. construction firm where he Leaving the Army in 1947,:. I_ I, Apollo Project Office, Dow- spent four years before joining he helped found the firm of
ney, Calif.: Glenn W. Briggs, Engineering Consultants, Inc.

_--"_ _ _ audJonH. Brown. in Montgomery,Ala. and be-
Business Mgr. Resident Of- came its president. The follow-

rice, White Sands: George W. ing year he joined tile Bechtel
_ _. C Morgan. Corporatinnaschiefeivilengi-

Spacecraft Technology Divi- neer of the newly-formed
lion: Kenneth W. Daniel, and Power Division in charge of 45
DorothyJ. Szopski. engineers responsible for the

Space Environment Divi- preparation of plans, reports,
-- _ _) lion: Willie I. Craig, and Ed- and investigations covering all

,t_ x_ wardF. Nordmeyer. phasesofutilities.
Crew Systems D_vis_on: In 1952, Zbanek accepted a

/ ___ Robert K. Kloekmann, James R. position with tile Atoluic

- 2? McConnell, Charlotte Willis, Energy Commission as deputy

Fred B. Vogt, Harold H. Hill, assistant director for construc-
Tomothy T. White, Judith A. tion and engineering, Division

._o_ Mamann, Judith C. Frehner, of Construction and Supply,
Wayland J. Rippstein, Dan S. directing a staff group of engi-

"Jet splint is right! Who's the wise guy that filled Carter, Michael R. Robinson, Leo I'. Zbanek ricers in establishingstandards,
this thing with helium?" Randolph H. Hester, Thomas proc'edmes c,mm-ols and poli-

L. Williams, Muline L. Owen, Howard R. Green Company, ties regulating a multi-billion
Medical supplies are keeping up with the space- Jr., George L. Donohue, Don- consulting engineers, as an dollar construction program.

age, it seems, aid E. Robbins, and John J. architect and engineer. He left the AEC in 1954to

The Health and Safety oflqce, which is presently Fairchild. Later, Zbanek became a accept an assignment as di-
" Systems Eval. and Devel. partner in the firm, directing rector of the operations group

busy setting up a dispensary for employees, tossed in Division: James C. IVlcLane, design and supervising engi- for Taconite Contracting Cor-
a purchase request recently for several "jet splints." Clairbel C. Held, Elmo Reese, neering on projects such as the poration. In this position he

While the Roundup Staff envisioned a wheelchair Robert E, Johnson, and Lynn Rose M. McCullough, Donald had responsibility for the
shooting backward, powered by a jet spurting from D. Hughes. K. Ipson, Billie T. Dana, Judy generation of controls and ad-

the leg of its occupant, and Grant Lathe of Graphics Preflight Operations Divi- A. Womack, Rita Sommer, ministrative actions involved

got his drawing board with a speculative look, the lion, Cape Canaveral: John D. Merit M. Montgomery, Mary in the construction of a $400-
Stilley. L. Christopher, Josephine Tur- million processing facility built

Health and Safety Office hastily informed us that a jet Flight Operations Division: ner, and Edna F. Stark. in northern Mimmsota

splint is only a new wrinkle in emergency medical Donald O. Bray, Daniel G. Procurement and Contracts, In 1956, after completingthe
aids. Nichols, Linda T. Bostick, and Cambridge, Mass.: Tobert E. basic organizational aspects of

"You put it on a broken limb at the scene of the Mary A. Simmons. Walsh, and Edward A. Sands. the task, Zhanek accepted

accident, then blow it up, to a rigid position," ex- Flight Crew Operations Administrative Services Di- from Ilohnes and NarverEngi-
Division: Marianne G. Camp- vision: Thomas W. Davis, neers of Los Angeles the re-

plained S & HO Chief John M. Kanak, "until you can bell. Robert L. Crockett, and Agnes sponsibility of forming and
get the victim to a hospital where the limb can be AMR Operations Office: C. MeKenzie. managing an Autonomous
set and put in a cast." Robert B. Hegwood (Cape). Facilities Division: James H. Engineering Division to ca-

This explanation sounded dull enough to us, which Ground Systems Project Willis, and Doris M. Black- gage in the deveh)pment of

just goes to prove we lack Lathe's imagination. 02ffice: Judith W. Usry. well. fixed facility designs on various

He just tore up his original drawing and started Computation and Data Re- Photographics ServicesDivi- ballistic missile systems.
duction Division: Eddie J. lion: Edward J. Behrendt. In 1960, Zbanek left ttohnes

another. See above. Lemons, William P. Ramey, Technical Services Division: and Narver to form the teaIn of
'_ _ _ John L. Engvall, and Virginia Cecil G. Jackson, Fredrick W. Leo T. Zbanek and Associates,

Speaking of purchase requests, Computation and E. Taylor. Hake, and Edgar P. Michael. Engineering and Construction
Data Reduction recently ordered rental of some Instrumentation and Elec- Technical Info: Billie D. Consultants. The firm offered

"Reading Boards" from IBM. We have not inquired tronic Systems Division: Stu- Rowelh services to industry and engi-

as to what these might be. But having long been of art D. Lenett, and Herman E. Logistics Division: Mary E. neering such as systems devel-
Sheffield. Thompson, Marian L. Fuqua, opment, master planning, ana-

the opinion that engineers speak a language which is Personnel Division: Dorothy Barbara H. Ivy, Sue C. Travis, lytical studies, proposal prep-
intelligible only among themselves and which in no S. Faltesek, Joanne B. Gigout, Sylvia F. Holdeman, Dolores aration, staff evaluation and
way resembles English, we wonder if possibly there Netha A. Mayberry, Carl P. F. Briggs, Joe N. Thomas, Car- provision of supplemental

might be a course underway to help them? If so, it is a Maxey, Eleanor R. Miller, nel McCall, Hollis K. Brady, forces.

sign of progress. As any language expert knows, Richard A. Kuhn, Doris P. Charlie F. Thompson, William In October of 1961, Zbanek
Ables, Lela M. Anglin, and P. Stricklin, John R. Branch, accepted an assignment as spe-

what one can read, one can learn to speak. Beatrice K. Anderson. William B. Stephens, John C. cial consultant to NASA for
* _r Security Division: Richard Perry, Gerald B. Foreman, facilities construction and de-

WO are in receipt of an interesting piece of corre- D. Gentry. Myrle G. Tomlinson, Augusta sign. After a short period of
spondence from Mrs. W. L. Hjornevik, who submits FinancialManagement Divi- S. Broussard, and Bill J. War- time he was named chief of the
the name "Delos" for the soon-to-be-christened boat lion: Charles B. Morman, Wal- ren. Facilities l)ivision of MSC in

which the Center is acquiring. According to Greek ter A. Luce, Grace V. Heine- Public Affairs Office: Don J. Houston.
way, Ellen G. Kasserman, and Green. Zbanek is married to the

mythology, Neptune raised the island of Delos from NormaJ. Ford. Reliability and Flight Safety former Celia Ann Armstrong,
the bottom of the sea to serve as the birthplace of Procurement and Contracts Office: Anthony W. Wardell, and the couple has one adult
Apollo. Division: Charlotte A. Meador, and Mary B. Nolin. child, Sally.
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Budget Before Congress
(Continued from page 1)

S:318.()46 million fin" support- between "$600 million and
in_z operations. The latter item $650 million would go for the
included tracking and data Apollo command service mo-
acquisition, and t_acility, train- dule, something over $200
in_ and research _rants. million for the lunar excursion

In the item coverin_ con- module, around 8150 million
structiml of facilities 8,564..5:38 for guidance and navigation
million, or 70 per cent, was . . ." and the remainder for pro-
asked for mannt:d space flight, curement of Saturns, incre-
The balance was asked f})r as mental procureinent for flight
fidlows: S4.103 millitm tin" operation rather than develop-
space applications, $25.509 ment vehicles and supporting
milliotl for unmanned investi- technology.
gatim_s in Sll;.tct', $74.979 rail- The proposal carried the
lion tot space research and following figures as pertains to
technology, ,3:3.271 million fi)r the launch vehicle develop-
aircraft teclmoh)_zx, and 8127.- ment programs for manned
600 million f}n supporting space flight: $131.6 million for JULIAN CRITCllLEY, second from right, a Conservative member of England's Parliament since
operations. Saturn, $68.6 million for 1959, visited MSC January 25 as part of a tour of defense, political, educational and scientific

The pr(q)ose(t t)rt-akdown of Saturn B, $48.2 million for the institutions in the U. S. In addition to his representation of Rochester and Chatham in Parlia-
funds requested |_)r manned J-2 en_ine, $733 mi]]ion for the ment, the 32-year-old Critchley is defense correspondent of the Glasgow Herald, director of
space lli}zht _(_r spacecraft advanced Saturn, $54.1 nli]lion The Spectator, director of a public relations consultant firm and a member of the Council of the
develoI)ment and operations for the F-1 engine, $45 million Bow Group. Critchley talked with MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth (far right), Special Assistant

Paul E. Purser (far left) and Assistant for Congressional Relations O. G. Lindquist during his visit.included $306.3 million fin" for the M-1 engine, 888 inillion

Project (;emi,i, 81.207 billion fi)r other research and develop- posals by location: Ames Re- was increased approximately the capacity of anything the
for Apollo, $42.9 million for lnent, and $150.954 million for search Center, 813,076,000; $750,000,000 and the advanced Russians have shown.
other research and develop- installation support. Flight Research Center, $4,- Saturn about 8400,000,000. Dr. "1 would like to think that
ment, and $90.841 million for Following tire the proposed 081,000; Goddard Space Flight St:amahs pointed out that this unless they show some rocket
installation supp(_rt. The Gem- allocations for the operation of Center, $20,932,000; Jet Pro- vehicle can give the United of the general eharaeteristies
ini Project Office indicated the installations and the nulnber of pulsion Laboratory, $7,000,- States pre-eminence in space or a combination of smaller
money would provide fl)r the permanent positions to be 000; Langley Research Center, from the standpoint of very rockets which could do the
delivery of the first few Gemini authorized at the end of fiscal 89,768,000; Launch Operations large payloads, providing a same kind of work, we could
spacecraft and Titan II htunch year 1964. Center, 8312,855,000; Lewis capability of placing well over level out between $5.5 billion
vehicles and their sul/sequent NASA Headquarters, $65.- Research Center, $25,835,000; 200,000 pounds in Earth orbit and 86 billion. I think the
launches, continued vontractor 494,000, 2,300; Ames t/eseareh Manned Spacecraft Center, as well as the capability for interests of the country would
work on the Atlas-A_ena, de- Center, S31,289,000, 2,309; $37,736,000; Marshall Space lunar exploration. He said that be better served at the level of
livery of some paragliders, re- Flight Research Center, $10,- Flight Center, $38,496,000; "'we are now well along with about $6 billion. I think then
covcry forces, weather surveys, 385,000, 593; Goddard Space Michoud Plant, 810,003,000; the design and are getting into this will begin to decline per-
trajectory analysis liy Space Flight Center, $67,926,000, Mississippi Test Facility, w'ry heavy major develop- haps after 1967 if we don't
Technology l,aboratory, sup- 3,700; Langley Research Cen- $111,690,000; Nuclear Rocket ments with all three eontrac- have new requirements, or if
portin_z d_'_ _']Ol)mt'lJt, mM sup tt*r, $54,015,000,4,296; Latmch I)evelopment Station, $20: tors responsible for this effort." we do not begin to institute
port of tests at various in- Operations Center, $37,188: 490,000; and Wallops Station, In answer to a query as to work leading to post-lunar
.stallations. 000, 1,200; Lewis lResearch $2,000,000. whether the United States is operations, either work on the

A breakdown of the Apollo Center, 865,757,000, 5,128; In summarizing the contents mt schedule with the manned ,noon or manned exploration
budget was discussed tit a Manned Spacecraft Center, of the '64 budget request at the lunar landing program, Dr. of Mars and Venus, things of
Washington press briefing $71,261,000, 3,980; Marshall Washington briefing, Dr. Sea- Seamans said "we are on a this kind.
which included Admixlistrator Space Flight Center, $132,- roans pointed out that the re- schedule that permits us to "I think the great decision
James E. \Vebb, l)eputy Ad- 329,000, 7,492; North Eastern quest represented an increase satisfy the President's request before the country is in two
ministrator l)r. llugh L. Dry- Office, $643,000, 40; Pacific of a little more than 82 billion to us to carry out the manned directions, (1) to support this
den, Associate Administrator Launch Operations Office, over the '63 budget and added lunar landing in this decade." program at a rate adequate to
Dr. ltobert (]. Sc;.llll_.lllS Jr., $830,000, 22; Space Nuclear that this increase is ahnost en- When asked the effect if do the job we started out to do,
1). 1). Wyatt, l)iroctor of the Propulsion Office, $2,276,000, tirely related to projects that NASA were restricted to a which requires the expendi-
Office of Programs; Dr. Hay- 160; Wallops Station, $10,460: are on-going and approved. $5.2 billion proposal, Mr. tures recommended by the
mond L. Bisplinghofl', Director 000, 530; Western Operations The request for manned space Webb said, "I don't think I can President, and (2) then at what
of the ()hric.c of Adwmced He- Office, $6,922,000, 530; and flight represented the major go into great detail . . . we time do you begin to insert
search and Technology; and D. Electronics Research Center, portion of this increase with would certainly have to slip additional things. If you don't
Bl'ainerd ltolmes, Director of $3,525,000, 250. the proposal jumping from a the schedules in the manned insert them the level will go
the Office of Manned Space Included in the summary of $1.7 billion figure for FY '63 to lunar landing program, as well down; if yotl do insert them,
Flight. Mr. llolmes said that, construction of facilities pro- $3.2 billion for FY '64. as a good many other important the main level will go tip.'"

in rou_zh figures, something gram were the following pro- The Apollo program alone projects, and it would have

been doubtful in my opinion Grummanas to whether we could ac-
complish the landing within (Continued from page 1)

this decade at a $5.2 billion Early in the development
level." tie later said in re- program, one of the two tech-
sponse to another question that nical approaches will be se-
NASA would be hurt if a nickel letted for completion of
would be taken away. development.

Mr. Webb said, in answer to The Bell Aerosystems Co.,
a question as to what the division of Bell Aerospaee
leveling-off point on the space Corp., Texstron Company,
prograln and when it will be Buffalo, N. Y., for development
reached: of the engine used in the ascent

"I think you have to ask from the moon andrendezvous
yourself, what does it take to with the Apollo command and
attain pre-elninenee and main- service modules.
tain it in these various teehno- The Marquardt Corp., Van
logics that the nation has de- Nuys, California, for develop-
eided is so very essential to it. ment of components of the re-

action control system whieh'I can't forecast the rate at
which the Russians will ad- orients andstabilizes the LEM.
vance. I think that at the level The Hamilton Standard Di-
recommended by the Presi- vision of United Aircraft,

" Windsor Lock, C_nnecticut,
dent, we cain do the work for development of the LEM

LEARNING TO READ all over again, this time with a faster technique, this first class of 30 stu- necessary to protect the na- environmental control system.
dents from MSC began instruction January 7 at the East End State Bank Building classroom, tion's interest. We are building Grumman was recently
Instructor for the 12-to-15 week course is Miss Ree Walker {standing) of the Reading Institute a very' large roc.ket that has awarded the contract for
of Texas. The course has been taught to members of the Air Force Academy, the White House about 80 times the capacity of development of the Apollo
staff, and in various agencies of Government. the Atlas, and much_ beyond lunar excursion module.
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Astronaut-Trainees Get

Specialized Assignments
The latest assignments in various areas o|" specialization for

the flight crew personnel of the Manned Spacecraft Center were
announced last week by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Center Director.

The assignments are designed to insure pilot input into the
design and development of spacecraft and flight-control systems
and to provide part of the broad training which the pilots will
undergo.

Donald K. Slayton, one of Elms Speaks At
the original seven astronauts,
whowasnamed Septem- Formation Of New
ber as coordinator for astronaut

OFFICERS FOR THE SECOND YEAR of operation of the MSC Federal Credit Union were elected activities, will maintain over- PGEM Chapter
January 29 at the annual members' meeting, when three guests were present. Left to right are all supervision of astronaut The initial meeting of the
(standing) AI Morewitz, chairman of the Education Committee; Paul Mitchell, local representa- duties, newly chartered l|ouston
tire of the Texas Credit Union League and speaker for the evening; Roy C. Aldrige, president; The current assignments of chapter of the Professional
Harvey Howard, local CUNA Mutual Insurance representative; Ed Campagna, chairman of the the other six original astronauts Group for Engineering Man-
Nominating Committee; and Luther J. Bishop, member of the Nominating Committee; seated will be as follows, agement was held January 31
are, left to right, Bob Bailey, vice president, Lydia May, recorder; Mrs. Arline McAfee, assistant L. Gordon Cooper, Jr.,'MA-9 with J. C. Ehns, newly ap-
manager of the Houston Police Credit Union and a guest; and Joseph P. Murray, manager, pilot, and Commander Alan B. pointed MSC deputy director

Consuls From Nineteen Nations pilot,Shepard'Jr., MA-9back-UPareresponsible for the asf°r developmentengineeringspeaker.
pilot phases of Project Mer- Ehns spoke to an enthusias-

Attend Special Program At MSC tic groupof40engineer-malm-
particular area will be Project gers on the complexities of
Gemini. John H. Glenn will managing a large national

The Consuls of 19 foreign Albert Chop, deputy public "Sigma 7" of Astronaut Walter concentrate on Project Apollo. (Continued on page ;3)
nations were the guests of the affairs officer, the consuls Schirra's orbital flight. After a M. Scott Carpenter's duties
Manned Spacecraft Center Fri- were briefed on Project Mer- discussion of Project Gemini will cover the lunar excursion
day at a special program ar- cury, by John Boynton and by Andre Meyer, the group module (LEM) of the Apollo
ranged to familiarize them viewed the documentary film, was escorted on a tour of the project. Walter M. Schirra will
with the Center's activities and Center's facilities at the Lane- specialize in overall operations

go.t Gilruth Speaks Wensbuilding where they and training.The foreign visitors, led by saw the Aurora 7 Spacecraft, The remaining responsibi-

Allen Price of Great Britain, Before Houston mock-ups of the lunar excur- lity areas tobe handledby nine
Dean of the Houston Consuls, sion module, the control chain- new flight-crew personnel, are

included: Dr. Armando Bula- Rotary Group be_, pressure suits and related designed to provide for pilot
cia, Argentina; Robert Turner, equipment worn by the astro- input "across the board,"
Belgium; Jose A. Ribeiro, Bra- The study of space science nauts, covering the major manned \
zil; Weiliang Yin, China; Carl has advanced so fast that col- Later the consuls visited the space projects, as well as
G. Stearns, Costa RicH; Ben- lege curricula does not cover Center's facilities at Ellington operations and training, to
hard Daugbjerg, Denmark; the field, MSC Director Robert AFB and were addressed at a assure thorough consideration
Col Jose Suarez, Ecuador; R. Gilruth told 500 members luncheon at the Officer's Club of pilot requirements and to
Jose Trabinino, E1 Salvador; and guests of the Houston by Paul E. Purser, special provide training in all parts of
Yves Rodrigues, France; Dr. Rotary Club January 24. assistant to the director. (Continued on page 3) J.C. Elms
Ludwig A. Fabel, Germany; Speaking on"The Challenge

OrJo n ou oo o  .. o*oOur  uoa* ona'Demands of News Hungry NationHaiti; Mrs. Carmenza Calix, System" Dr. Gilruth said "

Honduras; Avshalon Caspi, highly-traineclandhighly-rno- I4 Public Affairs Office BusyIsrael; Yasaharu Aoki, Japan; tivated scientists and engineers ,._ll21tl_l, _Jan P. Engels, Neitherlands; are needed in ever-increasing
ThorleifB.Jorgensen, Norway; numbers if this country is to Two nations lead the world craft Center. The Public Affairs setting up and lnonitoring

Karl Andersson, Sweden; and advance in its effort to conquer today in the exploration of Office, with a present staff of interviews between press re-
Luia A. Padron, Venezuela. space, space. Their immediate goals 45, handles the demands of a presentatives and Center

Welcomed at the auditorium The meeting was held in the are the same, but the difference world hungry for information personnel, putting together
of the World Trade Center by Rice Hotel. in their approaches to that goal about manned space flight, press kits for distribution

"Very few of our space is the difference between a This includes everything from before each mission and at

Maj failures could not have been locked closet and the medium a third-grader who wants to other special events, handlingTwo or Apollo avoided if someone along the of space itself, know what the astronauts eat press conferences, escorting
Contracts Givl_n line had been more careful, Vice President Lyndon B. for breakfast to an experienced tours and the like.

more highly motivated," Gil- Johnson called it "the open- science writer doing a highly During an average two week
Two major contracts for the ruth said. Hess of our program . . . the technical article on the space- period last month, for instance,

lunar-bound Apollo project, "Dedication, skill and know- policy of making public all the craft guidance system. News Media received some 70
totaling $254,966, were ledge, all are part of the for- information regarding our The wide range of queries telephone calls and 10 visitors
awarded recently by NASA's mula of space success. We space program which would and requests for information per day; set up and monitored
Manned Spacecraft Center. need people who will never not adversely effect our Ha- requires a special form of 70 interviews; wrote, edited

A fixed price of $165,000 overlook the slightest sign of tional security." It has been organization. The Public Af- and processed six releases and
for a lunar charting service trouble, who will give that bit referred to in general terms as fairs Office is broken up into 13 biographies and fact sheets;
sent to the United States Air of extra effort." "'freedom of the press." News five branches, based largely on and serviced a mailing list of
Force Aeronautical Chart and Directors of the space effort media have called it "keeping the type of information which over 400 media representa-
Information Center, in St. tend to become immersed in aneye on public spending.'" each handles: News Media tires.
Louis, Missouri. rapidly changing, increasingly Whatever you call it, it is a Communications, Internal The preparation of techni-

Chance Vought Astronautics complex problems at hand, Dr. field in which the United Communications, Industrial cally accurate and up-to-date
Division of Ling-Temco- Gilruth said, forgetting the States had led, hands down, Communications, Community news releases concerning a
Vought, Inc., of Dallas, Texas, broader aspects of education since the inception of the Relations, and Audio-Visual. highly technical program such
received $89,966 to present and training, space program-and it is a big The eight-man News Media at that of MSC requires work-
an exploratory study of guid- Citing the rapid develop- job. unit handles news for the pub- ing closely with the technical
ante system techniques in ment of space technology from Just how l_ig becomes ap- lie press, radio, TV and maga- elements of the Center. An-
emergency abort operation of the first breaking of the sound parent with no more than a zinc outlets. This includes swering press queries often

the Apollo lunar excursion too- barrier by the X-1 rocket plane quick look at the activities of preparing news releases, bio- requires the same kind of co-
dule (LEM) during lunar land- through the decision to make a people responsible for public graphics and fact sheets, an-
ings. (Continued on page 2) information at Manned Space- swering hundreds of queries, (Continued on page 3)


